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The Murder of StalkingCover's first comic volume (Italian edition) 킬링 스토킹GenreDrama, Horror, Psychological HorrorAuthorKoogiIllustratorKoogiPublisherLezhinMagazineLezhinOriginal run2016 - 2019Collectedvolumes4 Killing Stalking (Korean: 킬링 스토킹) is a South Korean manhwa written and illustrated by Koogigi. It was published online in Korean and English by Lezhin
Comics and won ₩ 100,000,000 Grand Prix at the second Lezhin World Comics competition. The story tells the story of a young, mentally ill man with a difficult past. After he became fascinated by O Sangwu, a peer from his wartime era who saved him from attempted rape, he decides to enter Sangwu's house while he is away from his home. Yoon Bum finds a bound, hurt
woman in Sangwoo's basement and then is outdilized by Sangwoo, who is shown to be a serial killer. Sangwoo then breaks his ankles and despite Yoon Bum's early love for him, Sangwoo puts Bum in a highly abusive and manipulative relationship through. Yoon Bum (윤범) Yoon Bum is the main character of Murder Pursuit. Because of his parents dying when he was little, Boom
was given to his grandmother and uncle with the latest abuse, rape and starvation of him, making Yoon Bum a lifelong abuse victim due to also getting bullied at school, getting sexually assaulted and raped in the military and Oh Sangwoo abusing him in several ways as well. Receiving little or no affection from anyone, Boom often cuts his wrists because of loneliness and is
attached to those who show him love, which makes him a sensitive person. Central to Yoon Bum's character is his obsessive love for Oh Sangwoo, a university classmate with whom he serves in the military. Due to the requirement of compulsory military service in Korea, Boom receives confirmation of his conscription after the first semester of college, despite his previous
presumption that his low body weight exempts him from active service. He is ostracized in his unit, and his commander tries to rape him. He was later told that the attempt had been stopped by Sangwa, and this led Boom to see him as a savior. After Boom has finished military service, he sees Sangwa with the girl, eventually in despair, as he now thinks Sangwoo straight. Crush
Boom turns into an obsession, mostly fueled by the fact that Boom suffers from borderline personality disorder and Sangwoo was one of the first individuals who, in Boom's eyes, showed him love by saving him. Although he tries to deny his feelings of affection for Sangwa, Bam is unable to strangle them and will not be able to forget them as easily as before. Oh Sangwoo (오상우)
Oh Sangwoo is the second main character of Killing Stalking, mostly He is a classmate of Yoon Bum after Boom enrolled in college for 4 years and enrolled in the same military unit as him. He's Him. Boom from the attempted rape of his superiors, which makes Sangwa become the object of the obsessive affections of Boom. Sangwa can often be seen in the company of female
worshippers for his appearance. He adopts a happy, energetic face and is shown to smile often, even when visually contacted by strangers in a social setting. During his time at university, he seemed to be an extrovert man with a large circle of friends. According to Boom, he attracted many with his sensitive, attentive, gentle aura. These traits, however, mask his true
psychopathic, violent and sadistic characteristics. Sangwu is actually a cruel and ruthless man who kidnaps, abuses, tortures, rapes and kills people with absolutely no mercy to his victims or remorse for any of his actions. He is very narcissistic and looks down at everyone, pretending that he actually cares about others, only to hit them with honest hostility when he feels like him.
His emotions, faced with his victims, unpredictably alternate between false mercy and violent hostility. Talking to established acquaintances, he teases them in a carefree tone, and is no higher than better than meeting strangers by doing so. Around his victims, he uses humiliating, harsh expletives, berating them with insults. He torments his victims slowly but at a certain pace,
choosing to also manipulatively coddle them with simpering words and behavior before returning to his cruelty. He seems to favor female victims, though not hesitating about men, either, despite not having killed a man after his father's death in high school. Ian Seungbe (양승배) Jan Seungbe is a former investigator who has been demoted to patrol a police officer. As his boss
points out, he seems to be spying too much on investigations and trusting his (usually accurate) intuition even in the absence of evidence. Obedient and prone to skepticism, he often guesses other people's conclusions. These traits prove to be pernicious, as they cost him his position in the investigative team. Three years earlier, he had looked into the murder of O Sanwu's
parents. Although the case was declared cold, he investigated further and began to suspect the suggestion that the perpetrator was a burglar, finding evidence of a break-in too convenient. This left him wary of Sangwu's character. Links: 1억원 고료 레진 공모전에 킬링 스토킹 선정. ET News. April 3, 2016. ^ 제2회 레진 세계만화공모전, '킬링 스토킹' 대상 원문보기. NoCutNews. April 1,
2016. External Links Murder Pursuit Official Website on Lezhin (English) Murder Pursuit Official Site on Lejin (in Korean) Extracted from in: Characters, Men, Murder Pursuit View Source Yoon Bum's share is the main principal Stalking's murder. Yoon Bum's appearance is depicted as a skinny young man, being underweight due to malnutrition on the part of his uncle, as he is
small, resulting in his body being underdeveloped. It has straight short black hair with bangs that part in the middle of the forehead and black eyes with what appears to be noticeable bags under the eyes. Boom is small for his age, standing just 160 cm, and has a young and boyish face (to be called someone's baby brother once and a child sometimes), easily looks as if he has
just got into high school, even though he is 4 years older than Sangwoo. Boom usually wears a concerned facial expression and almost never smiles. Before entering Sangwu's house, he was often seen wearing a dark green winter coat with a striped shirt underneath. However, after Sangwu lures him into a trap in his home, Bam is usually seen in an oversized shirt and dark skirt
with bandages wrapped around his legs, with later additions to them along his collarbone and jaw. Outside of this, his figure is often reminded by readers to be very feminine. Even Sangwoo remembers him often throughout the story and how Bum reminds him of his mother, also does Uncle Bum's position as Bum looks like his ex (Mother Bum). One day someone told him that his
hands look slender and beautiful. A wound on Boom's chin after the bandages were removed. He also has a scar on his chin from Sangwoo, and more on his wrists from self-harm. Because of the actions of his uncle and Sangwu, Boom is often seen with bruises throughout history. Baby Boom with a cap with a frog symbol on it. Boom with another haircut. Happy Boom, a rare
sight. Boom at the end of Manhwa. Boom's personality breaks down in tears. Bullied, abused and ignored, Yoon Bum is a quiet, shy, timid and sensitive man who often struggles socially and sees attachment to him as a sign of love. Boom becomes easily attached because of his lonely desire for love because of never got before. Boom has very low self-esteem due to growing up
with nothing knowing but abuse by his uncle and his grandmother's guilt of tripping him up, paired with bullying at school, sexual abuse in the military and the abuse of O Sangwu towards him later, developing a mindset to think he is disgusting and deserves to be punished by the inferiority complex. Working with his uncle's abuse, loneliness and thinking he doesn't need anyone,
Yoon Bum cut his wrists in the past regularly to cope. Although rather, if not sometimes very, naive, he was not very stupid as he was able to chase Sangwa, who never noticed him, enter his house and almost poison him with rat poison once to avoid abusing Sangwa and his fear might die at his hands. Boom in general childish and naive side to him, loving frogs and and blushing
easily or being open/honest when experiencing things for the first time, like having a surprised look, seeing the amusement park for the first time or telling Sangwoo how he finally managed to ski. He is very timid when it comes to Sangwu, sometimes insecure. He also has a special love for frogs in general since childhood (wearing a cap with the frog symbol on it as a child, being
happy when to find a frog when hiking, gently holding a frog keychain with both hands, etc.), although embarrassing about it now due to its age. Due to the lack of necessary education from his parents, who died when he was very young and abused while growing up, Boom is socially awkward, and it was shown in the memoirs that he did not even know how to keep the spoon, at
least in the right direction. The mental state of borderline personality disorder he stated at the beginning of Manhwa and many signs (self-harm, anxiety, sensitivity to small failure, etc.) are shown throughout history that he suffers from borderline personality disorder, probably due to the trauma of losing his parents and being abused by everyone. People with BPD are often
exceptionally enthusiastic, idealistic, joyful and loving, but may feel overwhelmed by negative emotions (anxiety, depression, guilt/shame, anxiety, anger, etc.), experiencing strong grief instead of sadness, shame and humiliation instead of mild embarrassment, rage instead of irritation and panic instead of nervousness. People with BPD are also particularly sensitive to feelings of
rejection, criticism, isolation and perceived failure. Before learning other coping mechanisms, their efforts to manage or escape from their very negative emotions can lead to emotional isolation, self-rejection or suicidal behavior. People with BPD can be very sensitive to how others relate to them, feeling strong joy and gratitude in perceiving expressions of kindness and intense
sadness or anger at perceived criticism or resentment. Basically, a person with BPD is hyper-empathic, extremely sensitive to the emotions and energy of humans, animals, and elements in the environment. They experience emotions intensely that can lead to them being obsessed with things, maybe over how they look, what they eat or over the person they love. It's different for
everyone, but most people who suffer from BPD experience it unintentionally often. Rape hypersexuality and sexual violence can lead to all sorts of things, including hypersexuality. Since Boom regularly raped his uncle for years and sexually abused him in the military, it is possible that he became hypersexual as a result of Rape Trauma Syndrome (RTS). Hypersexuality is
actually a common symptom of sexual abuse in childhood, and it is also a symptom of BPD. is known to present itself as a symptom due to a number of mental and neurological disorders. Some people are people Borderline personality disorder (sometimes referred to as BPD) can be noticeably impulsive, seductive and extremely sexual. Sexual promiscuity, sexual obsession and
hypersexuality are very common symptoms for both men and women with BPD. Sometimes for some there may be extreme forms of paraphilic discs and desires. Borderline patients, according to some, use cleavage, experience love and sexuality in unstable ways. It also seems that the constant sexual assault that was lashed out at Boom has changed his sexual orientation,
however, it's not entirely clear. Boom seems to be bisexual, since he shows interest in women and men, although it may be maybe even seen as pansexuality as gender doesn't matter to him, and he fell in love with a woman and then a man because they were the first to show some affection for Boom, who never got to. Derealization Bum showed signs of derealization during
history. Derealization is a common theme with BPD. The experience of deorealization can be described as an intangible substance separating a person from the outside world, such as a sensory fog, glass or veil. People can report that what they see lacks brightness and emotional coloring. Emotional response to visual recognition of loved ones can be significantly reduced.
Familiar places can look alien, whimsical and surreal. One can not even be sure whether what a person perceives is actually a reality or not. The world as perceived by a person can feel as if he is experiencing the effect of a dolly zoom. Such perceptions of anomalies can also extend to feelings of hearing, taste and smell. The degree of familiarity with their surroundings is one of
their sensory and psychological identity, the memory of the foundation and the history when experiencing a place. When people are in a state of deregulation, they block this identifying foundation from the recall. This blocking effect creates a discrepancy between the perception of one's surroundings during the derelization episode and what the same person will perceive in the
absence of an episode of deregulation. Derealization often occurs in the context of constant anxiety or obsessive thoughts that are difficult to turn off. In such cases, it can build unnoticed along with the underlying anxiety attached to these disturbing thoughts, and be recognized only after the realization of a crisis, often a panic attack that subsequently seems difficult or impossible
to ignore. This type of anxiety can be crippling for those affected and can lead to avoiding behavior. Those experiencing this phenomenon may be concerned about the reason for their deregulation. It is often difficult to accept that such a worrying symptom is result of anxiety, and a person may often think that the cause should be something more This, in turn, can cause more
anxiety and worsen derevalization. Derealization has also been shown to interfere with the learning process, with cognitive impairment demonstrated in immediate recall and visuospatial deficiency. It is best understood as an individual feeling, as if they are seeing events in the third person; so they can't properly process information, especially through the visual pathway. People
experiencing derealization describe the feeling as if they are viewing the world through a TV screen. This, along with comorbidities such as depression and anxiety, and other similar feelings associated with dereization, can cause a sense of alienation and isolation between the person suffering from deregulation and the people around them. Partial symptoms will also include
depersonalization, a feeling that the observer/having an observational effect. People with BPD who experience an episode of derealization know but can't stop themselves. They feel as if they are trapped inside their own body and unable to do anything to stop them the other half from acting on their emotions. When they are overwhelmed with anxiety they enter into combat or
flight mode. Their bodies concentrate their blood supply to their chest to improve their chances of survival. This means that their prefrontal cortex (brain decision-making center) starts to run at low power, making them decision-maker, desperate and focused on getting them out of the situation physically and emotionally unscathed. They basically cease to be their full me and de-
evolution. Stockholm syndrome has been identified as a condition in which hostages develop a psychological alliance with their captors during captivity. Emotional bonds can be formed between the kidnapper and the captives during intimate time together, but they are generally considered irrational in light of the danger or risk experienced by the victims. Stockholm syndrome is a
disputed disease because of doubts about the legality of the disease. It also described the reaction of some victims of ill-treatment outside the context of abductions or hostage-taking. Actions and attitudes similar to those suffered by Stockholm Syndrome have also been found in victims of sexual violence, trafficking, terror and political and religious oppression. Victims of the
formal definition of Stockholm Syndrome develop positive feelings for the kidnappers and empathy for their causes and objectives, as well as negative feelings towards the police or authorities. These symptoms often follow fleeing victims back into their previously normal lives. A person who develops Stockholm syndrome often experiences symptoms of post-traumatic stress:
nightmares, insomnia, memories, a tendency to start, confusion and difficulty trusting others. History this parents die when he was little, Boom was live with his fierce uncle and grandparents with a grandfather never seen in Manhwa and was already dead by the time Boom was a teenager. His uncle took his frustration over Boom's mother leaving him for boom's father at Bum
which included abuse. He regularly beat and starved him and eventually began to rape him regularly. The grandmother was pretty neutral, she tried to stop her son once after he beat Boom, but then told Boom to die like a dog after he ignored her because of the abuse. She also fed him once when her son left, though he forbids her from doing so. It is not known whether she
intentionally told Boom to sleep in his uncle's room because he apparently did not return home that night, which turned out to be wrong, since he came home and ended up brutally beating Boom in his room or not. Boom had no friends and was bullied in his elementary school days by Yoon Jae, who took advantage of Boom's insecurity and said how Boom always cried when they
were at school or asking how things were going with his uncle, joking even now about him and not feeling guilty about it. The Yoon Bum plot is the protagonist of Murder Pursuit. Because of his parents dying when he was little, Boom was given to his grandmother and uncle with the latest abuse, rape and starvation of him, making Yoon Bum a lifelong abuse victim due to also
getting bullied at school, getting sexually assaulted and raped in the military and Oh Sangwoo abusing him in several ways as well. Receiving little or no affection from anyone, Boom often cuts his wrists because of loneliness and is attached to those who show him love, which makes him a sensitive person. A young, mentally ill man with a difficult past, he falls in love with Oh
Sangwoo, a peer from his time in the army who saved him from attempted rape. His crush has become an obsession, and he decides to enter The Sangwa House while he is away from his home. Yoon Bum finds a woman in sangwoo's basement and then discovers Sangwa, who turned out to be a serial killer. Sangwoo then breaks his legs and kidnaps him and despite Yoon
Bum's early love for him, Sangwoo puts Bum in a highly abusive and manipulative relationship. Boom suffers from borderline personality disorder that has led to his growing strong attachment to people who show him love this time, are being abused by his uncle and usually seem to have gone through a lot. He went to college four years later because his uncle was still abusing
him, and met Sangwa in the second semester of his first year at Sungsoo University. Because men and mature boys are required to serve in the Korean army, Boom was confirmed after the first college tuition, despite his previous presumption that his underweight exempts him from active service. He was ostracized in his unit and his immediate commander tried to It. He was later
informed that the attack had been stopped by Sangwa. However, Chapter 50 found that Boom was regularly sexually abused and raped. When he finished his military service, he saw Sangwa again with a girl. Although he tried to deny his feelings of affection for him, he was unable to strangle them, noticing them as something he would not be able to forget as easily as before.
Yoon Bum's parents mother and father died when he was very young, so he was forced to live with his fierce uncle and grandparents. He doesn't seem to have any other family members, so he's only got an uncle and a grandparent. Uncle Uncle Yong Boom on his father's line brutally insults him. He regularly beat, starved and raped him. He takes his anger out on Bum because of
Bum's mother leaving him for his brother, getting married, and having him together. He thinks Boom's parents deserve to die, and that Boom is the result of their sins. Boom was hallucinating his uncle chasing him into Chapter 33 of the house where Boom was almost raped again, but fought back from him and angrily told him he wasn't his mom/ex of his uncle standing up for
himself. Uncle left, and Bam burst into tears. When they meet again after a while because of Sangwoo bringing his boom and leaving them alone, the uncle has not changed a bit, first insulting Boom and trying to manipulate him, then beating him and trying to rape him. After his death, Boom told Sangwu, while in tears, that he never wanted his uncle to die, but never saw him
again, implying that he still cared for his uncle, but was also afraid of him because of everything he had done to him. After the death of his uncle due to Sangwoo and Sangwoo leaving Boom alone with the corpse in the house, Boom sobbed and remembered things from his childhood, it is unclear whether the true memories are or not (very likely, the fake memories of Bum Brain
are soon created to protect Bum from more trauma). Boom finally realized how disgusting his uncle was to him, but as he hallucinating that his uncle was still alive, telling Bum nasty things, Boom began with a panic attack, went upstairs and hid scared in the closet. The aftermath of his death made Boom a nightmare about him. She tried to stigmatize him and fed him sometimes
against his son's orders, which Bam valued. However, she once told Boom to die like a dog, and guilt tripped him up despite knowing how abusive her son was towards Bum. Although unknown if intentionally or not, she told Yoon Bum one day to sleep in her uncle's room, even though she knew of her son's abuse on Boom, mentioning that she wanted to sleep alone, and that her
son would not return home that night, which turned out to be a lie since the uncle came home when they slept, causing get abused by his uncle in his room with his belt and then raped. It is not known what Boom's opinion of her was in the present. Grandpa didn't know what kind of relationship Boom and his grandfather had, but his grandfather seemed to have already been dead
by the time Yoon Bum was a teenager. Links Symbols male murder pursuit community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted. yoon bum killing stalking. yoonbum killing stalking cosplay. did yoonbum die at the end of killing stalking. does yoonbum die in killing stalking. killing stalking fanfiction yoonbum sick. what happened to yoonbum at the end of
killing stalking. killing stalking yoonbum uncle. killing stalking yoonbum x reader
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